Assignment 12

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. A late submission will receive a 0 mark if you have not submitted this assignment.

Due on 2020-04-02, 23:59 IST.

In The Chess Players, the light clothing of the British as opposed to the flowing clothes of the feudal lords signifies a new attitude to:

- Fanatical
- Comfort
- Egotistical
- Tropical Climate

Accepted Answer(s): Egotistical

The subject of the upper class man in The Chess Players cannot be said to be:

- Philosophical
- Great governing
- Pleasure loving
- Lustful

Accepted Answer(s): Lustful

What is the heroine given to the Mori by her wife in the story The Chess Players?

- Great sport
- Old sport
- Sportswoman
- Sportswoman

Accepted Answer(s): Sportswoman

What does the lack of children signify about the protagonist of the short story The Chess Players?

- Life free of child duties
- The unavailability of the wife to carry children
- The lack of symbolic productive activity of the man in the biological sphere
- Men's willingness to adapt an orphan

Accepted Answer(s): Life free of child duties

What does the presence of Walid Al Sahn signify in the story The Chess Players?

- A presence of strong masculine authority
- The glory and strength of Indian culture
- An ensnare of the British forces to come
- Symbol of the decadence and death of Lucknow

Accepted Answer(s): A presence of strong masculine authority

The love of the small boy at the incoming British army signifies his:

- Willpower to join the British forces and travel the world
- Movement towards a mercantile and materialistic masculinity from a feudal one
- Fear of being trampled under the advancing British regime
- Mending how much alike the British and a species of monkey look

Accepted Answer(s): Willpower to join the British forces and travel the world

The light over the chess pieces by the protagonist of The Chess Players signifies:

- The poverty that underlies their friendship
- Pronunciation of the rules of the landscape over the political one
- The lack of availability of the chess pieces in contemporary Lucknow
- Their willingness to express the acquisitions of their class playing skills

Accepted Answer(s): Pronunciation of the rules of the landscape over the political one

The fact that the protagonist of the novel is not physically disabled in the film adaptation by Satyajit Ray of The Chess Players signifies:

- A deeper symbolic death
- Their immortality as great literary characters
- The classical of higher stature at the hands of the British
- A theme of grasping the true essence of the story's original ending

Accepted Answer(s): Their immortality as great literary characters

The moment in the jungle where the main male character begins to:

- Increase
- Remain the same
- Ebb away
- There is no such privilege to begin with

Accepted Answer(s): There is no such privilege to begin with

The failure of language to articulate all spheres of human experience and truth